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Reclaiming the Future
For Our Youth
by Helga Zepp-LaRouche

The chairwoman and lead parliamentary candidate of the to give for those who need it most—and certainly it is the
young people, who are coming up, and who are innocent. AndCivil Rights Solidarity Movement (BüSo) party in the Sept.

22 German national elections, gave this keynote speech on one way we can give, is to give love. Give understanding, and
try to destroy the evils that we find, so often, that are plantedSept. 1 to the Schiller Institute’s annual Labor Day confer-

ence in Reston, Virginia. It was at this conference that Lyndon in the schools, on the streets, those who are hungry for money.
And there is a lot that we can do.LaRouche launched a national youth movement as part of

his Presidential campaign (see EIR, Sept. 13). Helga Zepp- And it’s good to ask ourselves, occasionally, “Why are
we here? What do we have to contribute?” And we all canLaRouche was introduced by civil rights heroine and vice

chairwoman of the Schiller Institute, 91-year-old Amelia contribute love. We know that young children, or babies that
are born, are sweet and very, very innocent. And often, theBoynton Robinson, of Selma, Alabama. We include here the

questions and discussion which followed Zepp-LaRouche’s seed of hate is planted, unconsciously, in some cases; con-
sciously, in some cases. I am reminded of a little African-speech, from among the 1,000 conference participants and

others listening by Internet. Subheads have been added, and American boy, who was taken to town. And while the mother
was shopping, the little boy found the toy section, and hesome of the slides shown by the speaker have been omitted.
started playing with the toys. Then a little white girl came up,
and started playing also. And there was a bond between the
two of them, with reference to the toys.Introduction by

The little girl’s mother came up, and grabbed the little
Amelia Boynton Robinson girl, and said, “C’mon here!”

And the little boy said, “I was playing was with my
friend!”I think, so often, of the times that we saw the pressure that

was placed upon us, from the city fathers, from the county “That’s no friend of yours, he’s a nigger! Come on here!”
And the little boy became confused. He didn’t say any-folk. And in discussing it with my husband, especially during

the time they said, “Get out town: You’re going to be killed! thing, until, at the dinner table, he said to his mother, “Mom,
why can’t I play with my little friend, because ‘he’s aYou’d better not be on the street. We’re going to bomb your

house.” And, in discussing it, my husband would say, “Well, nigger’?”
And that was the seed, the beginning of the seed of dis-I don’t mind dying, but I want to die for something.” And he

did. And I’m proud. crimination and hate. He went on through school, and there
he found discrimination, he found hate. And it grew and itAnd I think about now, and so many people, who can give

their lives for a cause, for a good cause. Because, why are we continued to grow, like a bump, that becomes a sore, and
finally a cancer. He began to hate. He hated almost everythingliving, if we are not living to give? And, if we are not living
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Helga Zepp-LaRouche (left)
and Amelia Boynton
Robinson at the Schiller
Institute conference in
Reston, Virginia on Sept. 1.

that he was not concerned with. And finally, color was not in one confidence. This also gives one self-esteem. And, the
beautiful thing about it is, we can play an important part forit at all: He just hated; and that hate got to the place, where it

spread to people of his own race, and his own family. getting them ready, to take their rightful places as adults.
And I think we should let them know the importance ofAnd that’s what happened.

And what are we living for? Are we living to do away or politics, and what part they can play in politics. I often say to
young people: “When you’ re 18 years of age, you are able,to destroy hate? And that is one thing, I think all of us can do.

And we need, also, to search ourselves, and realize that hate then, to go to war. If you do anything wrong, you’ re punished
as an adult. Then, why not go to the polls? Register. In manyis a cancer. It starts off with just a feeling that, “ I don’ t like

this,” and “ I don’ t like that.” And then finally, it becomes a places you’ re registered when you are born, but in America,
we have different ways. Some of us get a certificate; some getcesspool, and hate destroys us. It destroys our minds. It de-

stroys our thinking. It’s a bulwark, that we cannot do anything, a card. And, whatever way it may be, we can encourage them,
to say, “That is a badge of first-class citizenship. That’s abut just go in the line finding friends, who are like we are.

Ask ourselves the question, again: “What are we living badge of honor. Wear it, and take your rightful place as an
American citizen, as an adult.” Then, go to the polls—registerfor? And why are we living?” The answer should be, “We’ re

living for generations that are here, generations that are yet first, and go to the polls, and vote for the lesser of the evil, as
we have many evil people who are running now.to come.”

We can compare the children to a young, tender plant. And, not only that: Begin to think of running for an office.
Yes, 18, 19, 20 years of age—they can start with the smallest:And, for us who like flowers, and like the growth of vegeta-

tion, it is wonderful to get a stick, or something, and straighten a commissioner or a councilor, or whatever smaller office
there may be that is political. Because, we’ re going to haveup a flower or a plant that is growing crooked. We can do this

to a child. Because we know, that if we get the best of anything to clean out the corruption, so they may just as well start now:
as a commissioner or as what we call a “city commissioner”that is growing, that we like, it needs watering; we pulverize

the soil, occasionally; and sometimes, we give them a little in my section. And they can run for office, and see that their
community, or the section where they are representing, mayfertilizer—and always, tender, loving care.

We do this to youth, because we are preparing them for be cleaned out. See that the street lights are fixed, if they are
broken or out. See that the potholes are filled. See that thethe future—we, who are adults, and, of course, those who are

senior citizens, realize that it won’ t be long before we pass grass is patched. All of these things, start lowly and go to the
top. But we, as citizens, will have to “ train them in the wayfrom labor to reward. No youth is too young, or too old, to

be reclaimed. None is too old, or too young, to have self- that they should go. And, when they’ re old, they will not
depart from it.”awareness, but we must be the ones to give it to them. And to

be able to teach them to have self-expression, because it gives Every adult should be a role model: in the home, the com-
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munity, the churches—wherever it may be, it is up to them to absolutely nobody in the world, who supports the war against
Iraq. As a matter of fact, in the entire Arab world, in thebe leaders. And if the youth is one who is running for any type

of office, we ought to guide them. We ought to be able to Islamic world, in China, elder statesmen in Europe, young
people, are horrified. And it is very clear, that much moreshow them the right way: Because, if they take over now, it

is terrible, because this country is worse than a jig-saw puzzle. than I have seen in the United States, in Europe, people are
extremely clear about the connection of the financial crisis—And, if we were to turn the government over, now, to the

younger people, what would they have? They would have the systemic end-phase of this crisis—and the insanity of the
war drive.confusion; they would have people who are corrupt; they

would have robbers; they would also have thugs and Lyn’s reputation in the recent period has gone up interna-
tionally, because people recognize that he was absolutelythieves—we’ve got all of these, with government, often. And

we have chicken hawks! They will be destroyed. right in predicting the financial crisis, and his critics were
wrong. This slide shows the headline of the German newspa-So, we have to clean out, now, as Lyn has said, “We’ve

got a job to do, to clean out this country’s political govern- per of our movement, reporting about the historic webcast
Lyn did on Jan. 3, 2001, basically the day the Bush Adminis-ment.” And place in it, one that will be acceptable to the

young people. tration came in, and you can see “LaRouche Says the Eco-
nomic Crisis Will Run Over Bush.” And, you remember also,You will hear more about that, from who was once a

youth—[laughter] she knows and she is able to give you first-
class information, because she has performed work in her
profession, that put her in touch with young people, and with
older people. And because of her determination, and the direc-
tion in which she has gone, in her profession; her love for
humanity; her striving to touch each warped life, in order that
she might put him or her on the right track to recovery; she
was loved and admired by all who knew her. But, she could
not be but one Queen, and one First Lady: And this First Lady,
and this Queen, is one that I present to you, who will tell you
the story of what we ought to do, to straighten out this country,
and to have those who come behind them reclaim a country
that we will be proud of.

Thank you.
that until November 2000, the financial media and the politi-
cians and Greenspan, they were telling you, that the boom

Keynote by Helga Zepp-LaRouche will last forever, that you will never again have a crisis; that
all you have to do is buy stocks and you will become a mil-
lionaire.Thank you very much, Amelia. You are my sweetheart,

and my beloved mother. But, now we have a
situation where this hasWell, what I want to do today, is I want to tell you how

the world situation looks from a European point of view. And collapsed; this was a
headline in the Finan-I want to also give you a report about the election campaign

of the BüSo in Germany, and I want to tell you why we must cial Times in July. It says
“Lies and Treachery,”do everything not to have this war against Iraq, and how easy

it would be to put together a solution. and it discusses the dis-
cussion of how Enron
and WorldCom andCrisis in the Atlantic Alliance

Now, much more than most Americans know, we have a other managements
filled their pockets withgigantic crisis in the Atlantic Alliance, and I was actually quite

amused to see that even the Washington Post this morning has millions of dollars,
while laying off 20,000,a headline on the front page: “Diplomatic Gap Between U.S.

and Its Allies Widens.” Now, I would say, this is a very mild 30,000 people, and how
they were all involved inunderstatement, because, right now, you have an earthquake

going on in the whole world. And I think it is very important fraud, in balance-sheet
accounting lies, and in-that you know about this, because, unlike what some people

are telling you, there is no, absolutely no support—except sider trading, and how
this has created a gigantic confidence crisis.some crazy people in Britain around Blair—but otherwise,
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This is Welt am Sonntag: “When Does the Bubble Burst?” Next: “Panic in the Stock Exchange. Investors in Panic
Fleeing Out of Stocks.”

Next: “The Second Great Depression Is Threatening.”

Next: “Postwar Record in Bankruptcies,” discussing basi-
cally the unprecedented waves of bankruptcies.

Now, you should know that the perception that, between
Argentina, Brazil, Latin America, the depression in Japan, the
dollar collapse, the dollar crisis, the bankruptcy of the private
households, the bankruptcy of communes internationally—
people know that we are already in a second depression.

Next: Here it says, “Hoover and Bush,” and it has the two
curves of the stock markets in the ’20s and ’30s, and today.
This is a formulation we coined.Next: Here you have a cartoon. Basically, it says, “Keep

up the confidence. The markets will be fine.” You can see,
it’s already over the edge.

Next: Here you have “Chaos in the U.S. Markets Propels
Euro Above $1.” And everybody knows that the reason the
euro is going up, has nothing to do with the possible strength
of the European economy, but is entirely due to the weakness
of the U.S. and the dollar.

Next: “Bush Is Dramatically Losing Credibility.”
Next: “The Growth Markets Are Now at the Crossroads.”

But look at the picture on the left: There you have Death, the
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Grim Reaper. So that’s the image people have of the condition Now, you may remember, that before Sept. 11, these kinds
of cartoons were all over the place, in England, in Europe, inof the financial markets.
continental Europe, and it all stopped abruptly when Sept. 11
came, and the whole focus shifted. But, as you can see, now
these cartoons are back, and are part of the environment.

Now, what all our banking contacts, especially in Eu-
rope—in Switzerland, in Denmark, in France, Germany,
England—they all are telling us, is that there is no question
that the thing is over, the financial system is finished. One
banker told us, “ If we would admit the outstanding credit
of our bank, we would have to write off so much, that the
core capital of our bank would be minus; and that would
be the bankruptcy of the bank.” And that is the condition
of all major U.S. banks, all major European and Japanese
banks. And they also say that September will become so
turbulent, that the Federal Reserve will run out of maneuver-Next: Here, this is the new predator capitalism. You only
ing room, completely.see the eyes of a cat, with dollar signs in the eyes. But the

Then, you have all these new Achilles’ heels of the sys-article then goes on about the predatory nature of the capitalist
tem, which could all trigger—and there is a general percep-system, meaning especially, the Anglo-American model of it.
tion, it is only the question which of these Achilles’ heels will
trigger the final meltdown. One big factor is the fact that Saudi
Arabia, which has now been put on the enemy list by some
insane people inside the United States, is moving its money
out of the dollar, but so are many other people; Asian central
banks are replacing the dollar as a reserve currency with gold;
Prime Minister Mahathir of Malaysia announced that from
now on, Islamic countries will have trade among themselves,
by balancing it through a gold-backed accounting unit.

Resistance to War
So, we have to expect, that this financial system will go

into total, total turbulences in the next days and weeks, and
that the war drive will get more hysterical to the extent that
this is the case. But the resistance is gigantic. All of Europe,
Russia, China, India—everybody is completely opposed to
this war. End even in Great Britain, you have a large part of
the military establishment who are opposing it. For example,

Next: Here is Powell looking for a trace of the brain of
the former chief of the defense staff, Field Marshal Lord Bra-

George Bush, and he has a very hard time in finding it.
mall, said, if now the United States would attack Iraq, it’s
putting petrol on the fire, rather than water. Sir Michael Quin-
lan, the architect of the nuclear deterrence under the Thatcher
government, basically warned in the starkest terms that it’s
not only stupidity, but a crime, and will lead to terrible conse-
quences for the United States itself.

Next: Basically, people warning that if Blair does support
Bush, then he will be ousted fairly soon.
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Next: Here, this is a cartoon blasting the unconditional a famous journalist, with the name of Scholl-Latour, who
travelled to the “ land of evil,” so to speak, to Iraq, and hesupport of Bush for the Sharon government. “My vision is

two states living side by side in peace and security.” And then travelled from the north to the south, and he gave the follow-
ing report: He said not one country in the entire region wantsyou have Sharon saying, “My ass!”
this war; not Saudi Arabia, not Kuwait, not even Turkey. And
it will not be like the last time, where basically air bombard-
ment occurred. But this time, if the United States goes in, it
will take a lot of ground troops, and then, there will be terrible
urban guerrilla warfare. Because the Iraqi population has been
bombarded for 11 years. And they are now resigned to their
destiny, and they have a deep, deep anger, and their resistance
will be fierce. Remember that the United States told the
Shi’ ites in the south, the last time, that they should go for a
rebellion, which led to 300,000 people dying, and then, the
United States abandoned them. So, the desire to do this again,
is not exactly so great.

There is also, says Scholl-Latour, a perception in the entireNext: Here, people are very upset about the new doctrine
region that Bush got himself locked in, that he can’ t go back,of the United States to have preemptive wars without proof
even if he wanted.of the guilt of a country. This is freaking people out, I can

Now, the Europeans are absolutely terrified by this patternassure you.
of statements by Bush; by Rumsfeld, who compared Saddam
Hussein to Hitler; by Cheney. I mean, they are just horrified,
because they say that history shows, whenever you have a
pattern of such statements, that then, this develops its own
dynamic, and they can’ t actually get out of it.

Now therefore, the war is, as of now, happening, despite
the opposition. But one should be very clear, that this will
have incalculable consequences, and there is already a
tectonic shift in the whole world as a result of this.

Now, if you remember that Lyn and I were, in the begin-
ning of June, in Abu Dhabi, and I used the opportunity to
watch television—not that I speak Arabic, but I just wanted
to get an impression. And I can assure you, if Americans
would see the same pictures about the massacre going on
in the Palestinian territories, with tanks moving into houses

Next: Here is a warning, that already the situation in Af- where women and children are sitting—just, you know, with
ghanistan is very far from being over. Remember that in No- tanks just rolling over the houses; how wounded people can-
vember, there was a victory pronounced, but in reality, it’s not be treated by international aid organizations; I can only
now a quagmire, and this will be nothing compared to what assure you that the whole Muslim Arab population is already
it would mean if the war against Iraq would start. horrified: How can the United States, which many thought

would be their friend, how could they allow this?
So, I can only tell you that, if now, with the war in Afghani-

stan, which already catalyzed the Clash of Civilizations, if
now, on top of this, you would have an attack on Iraq, the
danger is, that the entire region, from the Maghreb, the Near
East, the Middle East, the Gulf states, Pakistan, India, Indone-
sia—this whole region of the world would go up in flames.

And then, the big question is: What would happen with
Russia? What would happen with the Russian military, who
are not exactly happy that the United States is now sitting
in various Central Asian countries—in Georgia, something
which was always regarded by the Russian military as an
absolute red line, which could not be crossed? What will
happen to the reaction of China, which reacted very, verySo, basically, the worry is that this will lead to an incalcu-

lable situation. On German TV, there was just a program by horrified about the fact that it was put on the list of countries
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against which the first use of nuclear weapons was a possibil-
ity, according to the Pentagon report?

Now, the point is, that if this attack occurs, and I talked
about this with many people from Egypt, from Jordan, from
other countries: If this attack occurs, the general view is that
you do not have to give an order to commit terrorism, but you
would have an explosion of terrorism worldwide. And, when
I pointed out, “Yeah, but that then is exactly the kind of dark
age which we are warning about” ; then, many times you hear
the answer, “Well, Inshallah, what else can we do? But that
is going to happen.”

So people should just know, we are sitting on a powder-
keg, which is totally ready to go.

Then, on top of it, we had this insane briefing by the
RAND Corporation, and this nobody, Laurent Murawiec,
about how Saudi Arabia is the enemy number one of the
United States, and how the United States should occupy the
oil fields, directly. Now, put yourself in the minds of the Arab
Muslim population, when you hear this: that the United States
should just come, and occupy the oil fields.

A Shift in Germany
Now, this is why Schröder, who after Sept. 11, had said

that Germany would have unconditional solidarity with the Helga Zepp-LaRouche: “If we combine the Eurasian Land-Bridge,
United States, has now completely shifted—and I must say with a dialogue of cultures in which we focus on the best traditions

of each of these cultures, not only will we have the biggest boom inthat the BüSo campaign, for sure, had a big part in shaping
the history of mankind, but also, by taking the best pearls from allthe environment in Germany. And Schröder now says, that if
of these cultures and making them known to all of mankind, we will

such an attack occurs, Germany will not send one soldier. have the most beautiful Renaissance which ever existed.”
And the new defense minister of Germany said: Germany is
not a vassal of the United States; if the United States attacks
Kuwait, we will pull out the ABC Fox vehicles, which Ger-
many has presently deployed in Kuwait. is an overstretching of the moral and material capacities. And

this overstretching of moral and material capacities, is whatNow, several of our military and security sources in Eu-
rope are worried, that because the opposition is so big, that always brought down empires.”

Therefore, he ends his articles by saying, as always hopedthe only way you could get this through now, is to have, like
Sept. 11, a mega-terrorist event, and then claim these were in these situations, one can only hope that a philosopher might

take the throne. Now he doesn’ t say “Lyndon LaRouchebiological or chemical weapons from Iraq, and then, go for
the war without delay, so that no opposition can form itself: should become President of the United States,” but I’m say-

ing that!to create a fait accompli. If this happens—and we should
crystal clear about it—then the world is on the road to Hell. Next: This is an article by the former Chancellor of Ger-

many, Helmut Schmidt, who had a heart attack three daysNow, what is very interesting is that many leading Euro-
peans are speaking a language, which, in my memory, is com- after he said this, but hopefully, he is recovering now from a

bypass operation. He said, in Die Zeit: “Europe does not needpletely unheard of. People who were strong Atlanticists, pro-
American, pro-NATO, pro-Israel, never having any criticism to be placed under a guardianship. Never before,” he says,

“was the U.S. policy so imperial. Europe has to live with that,of the United States, are now speaking a completely different
language. For me it was among the most surprising things but we must not submit to it.” And then, he quotes Robert

Kagan, Charles Krauthammer, William Kristol, Richardthat the former chief editor of the conservative German daily
Die Welt, Herbert Kremp, had three articles in Rheinische Perle, Brzezinski, Wolfowitz, as being spokesmen for a reck-

less power politics, who would now have an inflationaryMerkur, and then in some other papers as well: “Are the
Americans the Romans of Modern Times?” And then, he boom. He quotes Brzezinski saying: “The United States

should control the Eurasian continent.” He quotes Wolfowitz:basically says, that the United States is in the process of build-
ing an empire, more driven than planned. But that the United “NATO is out, because the task defines the coalition, and not

the other way around.” And then, he quotes Kagan quotingStates, already had before imperial phases, but now, the whole
thing is moving to become a drama on a global scale. And he Hobbes, that only absolute power guarantees peace and se-

curity.says, “This has the seed of a horrifying tragedy, because there
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Well, it is known that that kind of peace is always the
“peace of the graveyard.”

And then, Schmidt says, “The influence of the nationalis-
tic, egocentric intellectuals, with an imperialist attitude—
their influence in the United States was never greater.”

Now, you have to remember, Schmidt is as much an At-
lanticist, as you ever have seen. And, I’m trying to tell you
there is a complete shift around.

Among the political elite in Europe, especially the older
generation, who still have the experience of Adenauer, Robert
Schuman, De Gasperi, Jean Monnet, who were all involved
in the great building of the reconstruction of Europe, who
created the European Coal and Steel Community, and so
forth—among these people, who have the memory of the
Second World War, who have the memory of the reconstruc-
tion of Europe, they are discussing, among themselves, the
parallel of the United States today, to the fall of Classical
Greece, and the Peloponnesian Wars.

And indeed, and I’m going to try to show you this, that
there are such similarities between Classical Greece and

The Battle of Marathon in 490 B.C., where Athens defeated theAmerica. And I would urge you to study this, and draw the
Persian army, becoming the superpower of that time. In the shiftadequate conclusion.
toward an imperial perspective, lay the seeds of Athen’s downfall.

The Rise of Athenian Power
We know a lot about how the beautiful, ancient Classical

Greece collapsed, especially from the writings of the founder up their intentions to conquer, and this gave Greece the politi-
cal and spiritual freedom to save their mental life. In 478,of scientific history-writing, Thucydides of Athens, who lived

from 460 to approximately 404 B.C. Now, he describes also, Athens was asked by the Ionians to become their protector
against the Persians. In 477, they founded the Attic Maritimethe pre-history of the Peloponnesian Wars, which were the

wars of Greece, and especially Athens, against the Persians, League against the danger of the Persians, which was basi-
cally an alliance between Athens and the Ionian cities, whichwhich lasted from 500 to 479, and then from 470 to 448 B.C.,

and ended then, in the Kallias peace between Athens and then had to pay tribute. Delos became the seat of that league,
and all members had equal voting rights.Persia. Now, in these wars, Athens, which after all, is the

cradle of European, and therefore, also, of American civiliza- In the meantime, Athens became the strongest economic
power, and that led to an increasing alienation between Ath-tion, had to assert itself in many ways. For example, in Sep-

tember 490, occurred the famous battle of Marathon, where ens and Sparta, which also was manipulated by the Persians.
In 470, the son of Miltiades, Cimon, continued the war againstthe military reformer, Miltiades, defeated the Persian army

which was three times more numerous, through a double- the Persians as the head of the fleet of the Maritime League.
And in 467-465, there was a double victory by Cimon inflanking operation. And then, the famous story was, that one

soldier ran all the way from Marathon to Athens to report the Eurymedon in South Asia Minor, over the fleet and the army
of the Persians. The tensions with Sparta grew.victory. And still, nowadays, people are commemorating this

with the marathon runs. And in Athens, the process of democratization continued,
because Athens was the birthplace of the famous democracy.Athens became the pioneer for all of Hellas after the vic-

tory of the so-far unconquered Persians, and was on its way In 462, Pericles and Elphaeates made a motion that all politi-
cal decisions and powers should be given to the council, theto becoming a political superpower. In 483, it engaged in the

construction of a large fleet of 200 ships, and there, especially commissions, the jury courts, and the people’s representa-
tives. In 458, you had the completion of democracy, becauseThemistocles, who also was involved in the port of Piraeus,

was instrumental. the so-called third class could participate in the political pro-
cess, and there was the stripping of the power of the oligarchy.In September 400 B.C., it came to the victory of the

Greeks over the Persians in the naval battle of Salamis. On the In 460-457, there was the construction of the long wall in
Athens, and Athens became the largest fortress of Greece.advice of Themistocles, Athens did not take revenge against

those Greek states which had cooperated with the Persians. Sparta got involved in various alliances, for example, with
Thebes. And Athens continued to annex Boeotia, Locris, andThis was a very wise decision, because that is how you get

peace, that eventually, you have a peace plan like that. Phocis, and eventually became hegemonic in central Greece.
In 456, there was the relocation of the bank of the alliance,The result of the Persian wars, was that the Persians gave
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thought and Classical culture. For example, the cultural cir-
cles around Pericles, were Herodotus, Anaxagoras, Hippoda-
mus, Sophocles, Phidias, and others.

But in the meantime, the members of the Attic Empire got
reduced to subjects. In 425, more than 400 city-states were
members. The big problem was, that the wars against the
Persians had gotten more and more under the total leadership
of Athens, and the Athenian Empire, and Athenian imperial-
ism emerged.

At the moment of the collapse of the Soviet Union, be-
tween 1989-91, George Bush senior declared the New World
Order, and basically, the point was to redefine the East-West
relationship, and not just to continue with the policy, against
which there was no enemy any more. And, then they decided
that they needed an enemy, for empire controls, and that Islam
should be that new enemy.

Now, the allies, whom Athens had been the protector for
against the Persians, became the subjects, and had to continue
to pay tribute. The Gulf War, which took the momentum away
from German unification, cost $60 billion, most of which the
allies had to pay.

There was a reversal of the relationship of the protection
and the faithfulness, and Athens developed the reputation of
a tyranny. Sparta, which never had any democratic reforms,
and where mainly an oligarchical system remained continu-
ously, pursued any alliance to break this power. Thucydides,
in his book about the Peloponnesian War, which lasted from
431-404, describes how, out of a limited war, beginning be-
tween Athens and Corinth, it became a big war between Ath-
ens and the Peloponnesian alliance.Pericles (495-429 B.C.), under whose rule Athens became a

The island Melos had remained neutral for several years;democracy in name only, and continued the march toward empire.
and then, Athens demanded that Melos should become an
ally. In reality, they wanted it to become a vassal. And Thu-
cydides gives a very fascinating account of this: The Atheni-
ans sent negotiators to Melos, and then the Melians said,to Athens. And in 449, there was the double victory of Athens

at Salamis over the Persians on Cyprus. “Well, you say we can have a calm discussion; that is fine.
But, why do you then immediately go to war with us? You
obviously insist on having the last word, anyway. If we don’ tFrom the League to the Empire

In 1444, at the already-mentioned Peace of Kallias be- capitulate, it means war. If we capitulate, it means slavery.”
The Athenians said, “Don’ t speculate about the future.tween Athens and Persia, they then moved to the transforma-

tion of the Attic Maritime League, into the Attic Empire. We could make the point, but we don’ t, that our victory over
the Persians has given us the right to rule. But the point is,As a matter of fact, after the peace with Persia had been

concluded, this military alliance had become, actually, super- that only among people with the same power, is there right
and law. But the powerful does what he wants, and the weakfluous. So, at that point, they should have just abandoned

it. But they transformed it into the Attic Empire, and from has to obey.”
The Melians said, “Since you don’ t want to listen to law,now on the allies had to pay tribute, as before. Under Pericles,

who was annually elected as the strategist, which was an and argue with utilitarian arguments, consider this: You could
be defeated once, and then your brutality could be taken as aimportant position, Athens continued on its way to democ-

racy. But, as Thucydides wrote in his book, in reality, Athens model, and you could be treated in the same way.”
The Athenians said: “For a power that rules over others,was only a democracy by name: In reality, it was the Monar-

chy of the First Man. like the Lacedaemonians, from whom we have nothing to
fear.” (The implication is, that oligarchical systems alwaysHowever, it was a mixed situation, because, on the one

side, you had this transformation of Greece into an empire; get along very well.) “What we have to fear much more, is a
rebellion of the underlings in our own country. We are herebut, you had, at the same time, this beautiful evolution of
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times on the side of the weaker.”
The Athenians said, “Yeah, sure. Hope! But if it promises

golden mountains, you only realize through damage, how
treacherous it is. Your fate hangs by one hair, so don’ t believe
in wonder-cures.”

The Melians said, “But God will not let us down, since
we are fighting for a just cause and the Lacedaemonians will
help us.”

The Athenians said, “Ha! God and the whole world is on
the side of the strongest. This is a universal law for all times.
And you would act in the same way, if you had the power.”

Melians: “But we can count on the Lacedaemonians, since
they can count on our friendly attitude.”

Athenians: “ In war, what counts is not attitude, but power!
The Lacedaemonians see that more than others. Your forces
are too weak to resist. Don’ t fall into the trap of honor, which
so often has brought ruin to people. Many have been seduced
by the nice sound of the word ‘honor,’ and have thrown them-
selves into self-destruction, through their own stupidity. Be
reasonable! Don’ t think your honor is at stake, if you give up
resistance against a superpower. You still have the choice
between war and security: Don’ t let your ambition let you
take the wrong choice.”

And with that, the Athenians left.
The Melians had a meeting among themselves and dis-

cussed that they could not give up their community, which
had lasted for 700 years. “We trust in the gods, who have
protected us, so far; and the help of man, the Lacedaemonians,
that we can stay neutral. And we will ask you Athenians, now,Sophocles (496-406 B.C.), the dramatist who expressed the
to retire from our country.”positive evolution of Greek Classical culture, even while the Attic

Empire was emerging. The Athenians said, “You alone seem to regard the future
as more important than what is front of your eyes.”

And they immediately began to launch hostilities against
the Melians. After several military operations, the Meliansto subjugate you, and discuss how this can be done to both

our advantage.” had to surrender to the Athenians, who immediately put to
death all the grown men, whom they took, and sold the womenThe Melians said, “How can slavery be as advantageous

for us, as for you, the rulerships?” and children for slaves, and subsequently brought in their 500
colonists and inhabited the place themselves.The Athenians said, “For you, it is more advantageous to

become a subject, than to die; and for us, it is a plus, that we Thucydides then describes how, after the death of Per-
icles, the demagogues Cleon and Alcibiades changed from adon’ t have to kill you.”

The Melians said, “Can we not stay neutral?” defensive strategy, to offensive operations—a kind of early
preemptive war conception—which he characterizes as oneThe Athenians said, “No, because your adversity damages

us less, than your friendship. Because this would make us, in of the reasons for the catastrophic development of the war,
from an Athenian point of view. The description of the cam-the eyes of our subjects, weak. And your hostility, on the other

hand, is a sign of our power.” paign against Sicily is one of the high-points of Thucydides’
book. Supposedly, the Athenians came to the help of the alliedThe Melians said, “Since you seem not to hesitate in the

face of anything, to impose your power, and are willing to city of Segesta against Selinus, which was allied with Syra-
cuse. In reality, they just wanted to make Sicily a colony. Theythrow the independent countries into danger, would it not be

the biggest shame to capitulate, rather than do everything lost both the fleet and the army, and the surviving Athenians
became slaves.to resist?”

The Athenians said, “Not if you think. The point is not to This defeat marked the decisive change in the whole war.
In 405 B.C., the Spartan military commander Lysander couldprove your bravery, but to exist or not. And not to approve

someone who has so much more power than you.” defeat the last Athenian fleet. The power of Athens com-
pletely collapsed and Lysander moved, in 404, into Athens.The Melians said, “But there is hope that luck is some-
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‘Beware of the Athenians, Mr. Bush’ has already lessened significantly, and Germany is experienc-
ing an unaccustomed sense of sovereignty. Germany begins,So, the famous democracy in Athens was completely im-

perial. It had a system based on slavery, and Plato was com- for the first time, to think in a sovereign way.
pletely critical of it, and said that democracy is just the other
side of the coin of tyranny. And, it is very interesting, that the A ‘LaRouche Plan’ for

European Reconstructionfamous tragedian Euripides wrote a play, The Trojan Women,
which he performed, in essence, at the height of the Pelopon- I, in the BüSo campaign, focus especially on the question,

that, if one wants to stop the war, one has to overcome thenesian War, when Athens gave its imperial ambitions its last
impressions, with the Sicilian campaign, in 415. Euripides cause for the war danger, which is the systemic collapse of

the financial system. Because, we have, not only the financialwas completely against this war, and portrayed the war in the
full horror, from the point of view of those who were defeated. and economic crisis, but, in Europe right now, in several coun-

tries, we are hit by the worst flooding in at least 160 years,Already, in earlier years, he had warned: If, in any decision
to go to war, everybody had the image of their own death and experts are actually saying there is no known flood, which

was worse—that it’s actually a millennial flood. Three rivers,before their eyes, Hellas would not be torn apart by the insan-
ity of war. the Danube, the Moldau, and the Elbe, had flooding in August,

especially in the south and southeast of Germany, large partsAnd maybe that should be given as advice to some of
these chicken hawks, today. of the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Austria, Hungary, and now

in the Balkans. This was due to heavy rainfall, and the amountIt was a tragedy that Classical Greece destroyed itself, by
becoming an imperial power. And would it not be a total of water, which normally takes several weeks to fall, came

down in one day.tragedy, if the United States, which once was “ the beacon of
hope, and the temple of liberty,” should go the same way? These floods wrecked thousands of bridges, for road and

railway traffic. Several tens of thousands of kilometers ofAnd, is it not alarming, that older statesmen make this parallel:
They say, that the Peloponnesian War ruined, first, Athens, highway and roads; countless private and public buildings,

urban infrastructure, telecom cables, water pipes, electricityand then all of Greece. Today the danger is that the United
States, as the only remaining superpower, creates the impres- lines, and, for example, the beautiful city of Dresden had the

worst destruction since the Allied air bombardment in 1945.sion with China, with Russia, and other nations, that nothing
is more important than military power. And you could see people crying who had already once before

lost everything, through the bombing, and then they had toSo, that is where we are at, and people in the whole world
know it. People know that the United States is becoming an live in the G.D.R. [communist East Germany], and then, in

the last 12 years, they slowly, slowly started to build up someempire. And they also know, that what is at stake is the entire
body of international law, as it developed since the Peace of little apartment or house, and now, they have lost everything

again. And I can only tell you, the shock is absolutely gigantic.Westphalia, in 1648. Bush, the President of the United States,
said, explicitly, that he is for international law, if it is appro- In Germany alone, 4.2 million people were affected by

the first wave of the flood, and more than 100,000 people hadpriate for our time, and if it is in the interest of the United
States. Beware of the Athenians, Mr. Bush! to be evacuated from their homes, with the help of 20,000

soldiers, 120,000 civilian volunteers. In Czechia, 30% of theNow, this whole question is one big focus of the BüSo
campaign. But, we have now a situation, where all of Europe territory was flooded; 220,000 people evacuated. And the

damage will increase, since now, the floods are moving intois against it: Schröder, [Christian Democratic Chancellor can-
didate Edmund] Stoiber—even Stoiber—so that the U.S. North Germany, down the Elbe, and into the Balkans, down

the Danube. So, only for the first phase of the destruction, theAmbassador in Berlin already came out with an extremely
angry response. But, the whole discussion about preemptive price-tag for Germany alone, was $20 billion. And everybody

said, “This is the worst natural disaster of our lifetime.”war, about the first use of nuclear weapons, horrified people
who have the memory of one or two world wars. Schröder called a national emergency, and Schmidt said, “ It

is not enough to reconstruct what was damaged, but we haveYesterday, there was an article in the Frankfurter Allge-
meine Zeitung, warning of the consequences, that the whole to have a gigantic, qualitative jump, which brings the East far

beyond the condition before the flood. Not the politician isidea of a just crusade would be fatal; that the danger is, in
the context of such a situation, Sharon would use a nuclear required, but the statesman.”

Now, that is exactly what the BüSo campaign is nowcounterstrike, if Israel was attacked—which it almost cer-
tainly will be, if the attack on Iraq is launched—and that this focused on: Namely, that we have to get rid of the Maastricht

Stability Pact, because, if we stick to this, then there is nowill open a Pandora’s box, which will cause the rage of 1
billion Muslims, and this is all an expression of a terrifying way that this reconstruction can occur. Because the European

Union does not allow its member-countries to have publicshort-sightedness, caused by the arrogance of imperial power.
This the leading, conservative daily in Germany. deficits larger than 3% of the GNP. Remember, that the whole

Maastricht design was against the German unification, and toNow, as a result of this insanity, U.S. influence in Europe
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Flood damage in the German town
of Dohna, in Saxony. The floods of
2002 were the worst in at least 160
years, and pose the necessity not
only for rebuilding what has been
destroyed, but also for launching
the LaRouche Program for the
Eurasian Land-Bridge: high-
technology corridors of industry
and agriculture built around high-
speed rail and maglev networks.

make a strong German economy weak, to take away the strong who echoed these ideas, the chief of the Deutsche Bank, [Al-
fred] Herrhausen, got assassinated before he could launchd-mark, and replace it by a weak euro, and to strip govern-

ments of the right to make sovereign decisions for the gen- a proposal to have such a development; and then [Detlev]
Rohweder got assassinated, who was in charge of the privati-eral welfare.

[Romano] Prodi from the European Union already zation of the state-owned industries of the G.D.R., and he had
just come to the conclusion, that the public welfare was morefreaked out, and said, “The floods cannot be taken as a pretext

to circumvent the Stability Pact.” So, Schröder, reflecting, on important than privatization. And then he got assassinated,
and his successor, Birgit Breuel, went for a complete, radicalthe one side, the subjects defined by the BüSo campaign, took

some important steps, because spontaneously he said, “ I don’ t shock therapy, so that the entire industrial capacity of East
Germany got wiped out.care if it violates Maastricht and the Stability Pact”—never-

theless, is not yet at the point, where he really would do the And, that has led to a situation, where, psychologically,
many people in the former G.D.R. feel really cheated. It is notnecessary things. So, they put together a package of 7.1 billion

euros, which has useful aspects, but it is far too little. For that they have a nostalgia for the G.D.R. Absolutely not—
maybe a handful of people. But the majority of people justexample, it includes debt forgiveness for the victims, which

the banks already heavily opposed and freaked out, because, had the experience that the imposition of the free-market
economy, was worse than the experience of the G.D.R. And,as banks normally do, they demand their pound of flesh.

Now, the BüSo is intervening in this situation with a mass that is really something! You know, I had many campaigns
and meetings in 1989 and 1990, where I presented Lyn’s“extra,” where we do not just demand the reconstruction of

the damage. But, already before the flood, there was a severe warnings, and I said, “ If you make the mistake now, to super-
impose on the bankrupt communist system, the equally bank-crisis in the eastern, new states of Germany: Because, you

remember, in 1989, when the Wall came down, we were the rupt free-market economy system, the result will be an even
larger economic disaster.”only ones who had a conception of what to do. The Productive

Triangle—which was the idea to take the entire economic And now, many people agree, that the whole world econ-
omy is as bankrupt as the G.D.R. economy was in October ’89.space from Paris-Berlin-Vienna, and develop it through in-

vestment in high technology, in modern infrastructure like
the maglev train, and to then have development corridors into A Gigantic Opportunity

Now, therefore, this crisis represents at the same time, athe East, to Warsaw, to Moscow, and to the Balkans. And it
would have been a kind of “LaRouche Plan,” for the develop- gigantic chance to go with an emergency program, which

doesn’ t just repair the damage, but builds a more solid infra-ment of the East. Instead, you remember, that the only banker
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structure for the future, which naturally must include land mentarians, but of industrialists, who love him! In Milan, in
many other Northern Italian cities, they have hosted himreclamation, flood control, overflow areas, flood plains. But,

this is not enough! Because, in Germany, we have mass unem- many, many times. So, now the Italian government has picked
up on one of our ideas, namely, to have an infrastructureployment. The official figure is now 4.2 million; in reality, if

you count all categories of unemployment, it’s already more agency, outside of the Maastricht system, modeled on the
Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau. And several ministers inthan in 1933.

So therefore, what we need now, is the so-called “Lauten- Italy, have come out in the last week, saying, that now a
review of the Stability Pact is mandatory, and we want to startbach Plan.” Now, this is a reconstruction proposal, made by

Dr. Wilhelm Lautenbach, who, in 1931, was an economist in production again.
Now, these shifts are the result of the work of the BüSothe Reich’s Economics Ministry. And he had a meeting with

the Friedrich List Society, in which he presented the idea, and the other political organizations we have in Europe, since
’89, where we had literally hundreds of conferences, millionsthat, under the simultaneous condition of a world monetary

crisis and a depression, the usual market mechanisms don’ t of pieces of literature about the Eurasian Land-Bridge, and
now a break with Maastricht is actually under way.function any more. Just as Greenspan lowers the interest rates

a dozen times, without any effect. So we are in a similar
situation. So, he said, under this condition, the market forces Eurasian Diplomacy

Also, in a large way, the Eurasian Land-Bridge is now onalone don’ t remedy the situation, and the state has to inter-
vene. And therefore, the state should first get rid of unemploy- the table in many countries, as a conscious alternative to the

Clash of Civilizations policy, and as a war-avoidance strat-ment, because that is the most costly for the economy at large.
And second, the state must provide credit lines for investment egy. If you look at all the different steps, it is actually very

exciting: The President of South Korea, Kim Dae-jung, camein areas, in which you would invest anyway, if the economy
were functioning well. And it must build real capital assets. to Europe, to Strasbourg [the seat of the European Parliament]

last December, and he made a passionate appeal to Europe,So that there is a counter-value for these credit lines. So, he
said, if we would do this, then you could prove, that the tax that Europe should help to construct the Silk Road as a line

of peace. Now, negotiations between North Korea and Southrevenues later on are greater than the credit lines were in the
first place. And the obvious area for such investment, is large Korea are resumed, and there is a full strategy, by the South

Koreans, the North Koreans, the Russians, the Chinese, theinfrastructure programs.
Now, this is obviously what we have to do today. We need Japanese, and the Europeans, to prove that North Korea is not

a country of evil.a massive infrastructure reconstruction program; obviously
using the maglev train for inter-city transport, because we So, Kim Jong-il, the Chairman of North Korea, went to

Russia, and there, Putin offered that Russia would help towant to emphasize rail and waterways, and not so much high-
ways, where you are—in Germany, at least, and in Europe— reconstruct the old part of this railroad, which goes through

North Korea. And just now, they announced, that, because ofin jams all the time. Waterways, for example, the Rhine-
Main-Danube water system is a perfect example of how you the help of Russia and the Europeans, this rail connection

between North Korea and South Korea will be already com-can transport cargo and people, all the way from the North
Sea to the Black Sea. We need to build new ports—inland pleted this November.

The head of the industrialists’ association of Rome, [Gi-ports, oceangoing ports. The air traffic has to be stabilized
and secured. We need power generation and distribution for ancarlo Elia] Valori, just went with a large delegation to North

Korea, where they met with Kim Jong-il, and they said, thatindustrial use; health care; education.
Schröder, realizing that he was about to lose the election, they want to help to build a rail from Trieste, to Austria,

Hungary, Russia, all the way to the Far East. And then, verybecause of the economic crisis, picked on this proposal by the
BüSo, to use the Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau, which was important, Valori and his delegation said, that Kim Jong-il is

a very intelligent man, extremely well-informed about thethe main instrument for the reconstruction of the post-war
period, and he made the proposal of the so-called Hartz Com- world, and obviously not at all how the Anglo-American me-

dia are portraying him. So, Valori said, “Kim Jong-il has amission, to use the Kreditanstanstalt for certain job creations.
Unfortunately, it’s only an element of our proposal, and not very clear idea, that the future of Korea is in Europe.” Also,

the Japanese Prime Minister, [Junichiro] Koizumi, is goingthe whole thing: namely, to have the so-called “ job floater
bonds,” to put out bonds to create jobs. But this only functions to North Korea, shortly.

And then aspects of this cooperation: Russia is involvedif you have a framework: namely, the Eurasian Land-Bridge,
as the focus of such investments. in extensive economic cooperation with Iran. They also an-

nounced, that they will have a $40 billion economic coopera-Now, also in Italy, the result of Lyn’s many trips to this
country—Lyn traveled to Italy, probably a dozen times in the tion package with Iraq. In China, a very important shift oc-

curred: For the very first time—and you know, we were manylast years, and he has a whole following, not only of parlia-
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times in China, and tried to explain to people, that the global But many other forces reflect the work Lyn and our move-
ment have been doing for the last 30 years. Remember, thatsystem was in bad shape, and they didn’ t really want to lis-

ten—but now, there was, for the first time, a very important, we are the force, which stuck to our principles: We were
fighting for an African development program, in the ’70s; weofficial article, about the implication of the coming dollar

collapse for China, and how it has to review its entire per- worked with López Portillo for Operation Juárez: Today is
the 1st of September, and that was the day López Portillospective.

Now, also, the fact that Lyn was invited by this Taiwan/ implemented, at least for Mexico, Operation Juárez. Now, I
remember that day, because on that very day, Lyn and I wereMainland China meeting which just took place two weeks

ago, in Los Angeles, is very important: that the Eurasian invited to the Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau in Frankfurt for
a luncheon with the top leadership of this bank. And we hadLand-Bridge is back on the table. And, that also for the peace

between Taiwan and Mainland China, the Eurasian Land- just arrived; it was something like 11 o’clock, and had a little
reception. And then the leading derivative trader came intoBridge is the obvious context, in which a crisis can be avoided.

Then the fact that Iran, just in July, invited Amelia the meeting, and said, “Oh, there’s a terrible catastrophe:
Mexico has just declared capital controls. This is end of theBoynton Robinson and Muriel Mirak-Weissbach to Tehran,

and I think one other city, is an expression of the fact, that system! This is terrible!” We were smiling, and said, “Oh, no!
This is actually very important, because this is the way to saveIran is seeking to have contact with a different America, than

that which is being portrayed by the Administration. the banking system, including the U.S. banks,” which if they
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Shri Kocheril Raman
Narayanan, then President
of India, receives Lyndon
and Helga LaRouche, Dec.
5, 2001. On the left is EIR’s
Ramtanu Maitra. In India,
Lyndon LaRouche is loved
and respected, as a
visionary who still believes
in the ideas that motivated
the leaders of the Indian
independence mmovement.

had agreed to the reorganization LaRouche proposed 20 years was received as a legendary figure. I mean, he was received as
the beloved visionary who still believes in the idea of Nehru,ago, would not be at the point of bankruptcy they are at today.

So they should learn the lesson as well. of Mahatma Gandhi, of Rajiv, of Indira Gandhi. And they
trust Lyn completely—completely. An American, com-But, as a result of all of this work, and I guess you heard

yesterday [during the evening panel] about it: Lyn was hon- pletely trusted—it’s a rare thing.
But also, in December, immediately after the India trip,ored by the city council of São Paulo, and we had many private

meetings also, in which it was expressed very, very clearly, we went to Russia. And there we have a whole, large network
of many hundred Russian scientists, Academicians, whothat Brazil—which is now faced with Argentinization, as the

entire Latin American continent is—that people are now know Lyn in depth. And I can assure you, not only are they
the best scientists in the world, but they also read—they reallylooking at the Eurasian Land-Bridge, because this is the only

alternative on the table. read, and study. They take Lyn’s writings more seriously than
any other group of people I have encountered. And it shows.But also, in India, where we were in December, invited

by many of the ministers who were in the Cabinet of Indira And they celebrate Lyn, today, as the Vernadsky of our time.
And, they also see, that if Russia has any hope, then it isGandhi at the time; and also we were received by the President

of India, K.R. Narayanan. People remember, that more than exactly in the ideas of the Eurasian Land-Bridge.
20 years ago—25 years ago—we already worked on a 40-
year development program for India, which Indira Gandhi LaRouche in the Arab World

Now, Lyn’s reputation in the Arab world has reallywas about to implement: which was the idea that you need
two generations to bring up the not-developed people, by jumped up completely, and I never saw this more clearly than

when we went to Abu Dhabi at the beginning of June, wheredeveloping infrastructure in the internal regions of India first;
and then have universal education for every child, at the latest, Lyn was invited to give an address about the future of petro-

leum in the 21st Century, in the Zayed Centre, which is alsoin the second generation, and that way, make the jump out of
underdevelopment. an organization of the Arab League. And Lyn gave the most

beautiful speech.So, for a long time, the people, the leadership in India,
especially of the Congress Party, after the collapse of the First of all, Abu Dhabi is a remarkable country—a little

country, which has only had oil for about 20 years. And theySoviet Union and after the assassination of Indira Gandhi and
her son Rajiv Gandhi, they thought that there was no hope to have really used their new wealth in a very, very good way.

Abu Dhabi is a city of 1 million people, mostly foreigners—ever have a new world economic order, and that globalization
was the only game in town. So, when we came, not the first totally, totally, totally modern. And, actually, not like Hous-

ton—it’s actually quite nice. It has beautiful palm trees. It hastime—but Lyn came back to India for the first time in 18
years—and we presented the Eurasian Land-Bridge as the fruit trees, where the population is allowed to pick them for

free. Then, they have an island there, for about 200 squareway to concretely make a just new world economic order, Lyn
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Lyndon LaRouche in Abu
Dhabi on June 1, 2002,
speaking at the Zayed
Centre for Coordination
and Follow-Up. His address
on “The Middle East as a
Strategic Crossroad”
underlined the importance
of a long-term perspective
for regional development,
emphasizing the vital issue,
not of petroleum, but of
water.

miles, which was a complete desert 20 years ago. And, since conquer this area, then through desalination and irrigation,
you can actually reconquer the desert and make it gardens andthey have a policy of using irrigation to try to reconquer the

desert, parts of the island are already out of the first stages of habitable for the people who are living there.
So, people were extremely happy with this speech by Lyn,re-gardening; so the vegetation is already quite big. Other

parts are newly cultivated, so now you have giraffes there, and, as you know, there are also many people in Egypt, who
absolutely want for Egypt to become the connection of theand other large animals, eating sweet fruits. And, then, birds,

new birds, recognized for their north-south travel in the Eurasian Land-Bridge. As a matter of fact, institutions associ-
ated with the Egyptian governments have had, already, sev-Spring and Autumn, that this is a perfect place to take a short

stop. So, it really is a beautiful example, that you can recon- eral conferences about the historic role of Egypt, to be the
“bridge”—because Egypt is the only country which is bothquer the desert.

So therefore, Lyn’s speech was received extremely well, Asian and African, and therefore, the natural bridge for the
Eurasian Land-Bridge to go all the way into Africa.because he said: Well, the future of the Middle East is obvi-

ously not a question of oil, because it’s a fossil fuel, which Another point should be the Sicily-Tunisia connection;
and now, since the Italian government is building the Bridgeactually is too precious to be used as an energy source. It

should be much more used for chemical production and other of Messina, another project which we have been fighting for
for a long time, this becomes more obvious. Because the dis-such things. And the future of the Middle East, is clearly

water. And if any one of you has flown, let’s say, from Central tance between Sicily and Tunisia is only something like 60
kilometers, and since there is the plan to build—as part of theAfrica to the Middle East or the Gulf, you fly for hours and

hours over desert: desert, desert, desert. There is not one green Eurasian Land-Bridge—also a bridge or a tunnel from Korea
to Japan, of 57 kilometers, why can we not build a bridgespot. So therefore, water is the obvious question.

So, Lyn said: Why don’ t you imagine that you are sitting from Sicily to Tunisia? And also, another bridge via the Strait
of Gibraltar.in a space ship, and you are looking at the planet from a certain

distance? And now, imagine that the 20,000 years since the
last Ice Age are, in a time-lapse fashion, reduced to a few Turn the Policy of United States Around

Now, all of these things are going on, and they are veryminutes. And then you can see how, out of the pluvial periods,
the glacial area goes back; the vegetation, which in the begin- hopeful signs. Ten years ago, we defined the Eurasian Land-

Bridge as the way to put a completely new relationship be-ning is very lush, also goes back; the deserts start to enlarge
and grow; and eventually you reach the present situation of tween the East and the West, the North and the South. And

now, many countries in the world are actually operating onthe deserts today. Now, this is a pedagogical way for you to
imagine that you can also do the opposite. If the desert could this basis already. Therefore, what is needed: We have to turn
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Artist’s depiction of the
planned bridge over the Strait
of Messina, which would link
Sicily to the Italian mainland.
Why not build another bridge
from Sicily to Tunisia, asks
Mrs. LaRouche—and another
across the Strait of Gibraltar?

the policy of the United States around. We have to get the can act on the basis of the laws of the Noösphere and the
universe. Friedrich Schiller, my beloved poet, has put theUnited States to cooperate with this. The United States must

go back to its policy of a community of principle of perfectly same idea in a very short statement: “What the plant does
unconsciously, you, Man, do deliberately”— follow the lawssovereign nation-states, which are united by a higher common

interest for the welfare of all people of this world. of the universe.
The great Indian philosopher, Sri Aurobindo, who, in myThe Eurasian Land-Bridge, being extended through the

Americas and through Africa, is the vision for the future: view, is extremely important—he was born in 1872 in
Calcutta—had the same conception as Vernadsky, describingeither now, as war avoidance and a true peace policy; or, after

a dark age. But it is the future. the evolution of the universe from the inorganic, to the or-
ganic, to the reason of Man. And he—and I fully agree withNow, Vernadsky made a point—like several other great

thinkers—that we are living in a period where, for the first him—said that mankind in its present form is not the end-
product of evolution; but mankind can and will reach a state,time in history, man is embracing, by his life and by his cul-

ture, the whole outer envelope of the planet. For the last 20- where the spiritual side will become the dominant one; and
the material side—the greed, the lust, all these lower things—30,000 years, there has been an increasing rate of the creation

of the Noösphere out of the Biosphere. We see, already, that will vanish.
Man is the first creature on this planet who canthe Noösphere is becoming a geological process—the Noö-

sphere being the Biosphere overworked by scientific thought. consciously cooperate with the force of evolution. And
if you look at evolution, how it went, really, through anAnd as Lyn yesterday correctly said, one has to add the whole

cultural creative side to it. incredible process, it is leading to an international unifica-
tion of separate peoples; preserving and securing, however,The history of scientific thought is becoming, already, a

geological phenomenon, which is prepared by millions, per- their national life, but drawing them together into an
overriding oneness.haps by billions, of years. If you think how difficult it was, in

the pre-Ice Age mammalian period, where man had to strug- Another extremely valuable Indian poet, [Rabindranath]
Tagore, had a similar idea: He said, “The universe is a family.gle against big animals, it was not so clear that he would

survive. But he did. And why did he survive? Because man, Her intent has been to unite, but not to subjugate others, but
by inventing ways that one can draw strength from diversity,unlike the beast, is capable of creative reason.

So, a process of evolution which took billions of years, in countless ways, for the benefit of all.”
and where the increase of reason is becoming a fact, despite
the unreasonable setback we are experiencing right now— Dialogue of the Cradles of Civilization

The Eurasian Land-Bridge, in my view, is the beginningsuch a process is not a short-term, transient geological phe-
nomenon, but one which is not to cease. With man, for the of the age of reason, wherein all nations of this world can

work together for a higher principle, in the interests of all.first time, a being is on the planet which self-consciously
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Schiller, in the Universal History, made the point, that to consider, before we bomb it. Many great thinkers, scientists,
and artists from these different cultures, who contributedexplain our present existence, it is necessary to take the en-

tirety of universal history into account. If you look at it from progress in astronomy, agriculture, shipbuilding, in many
other things, influenced their successors over the centuriesthat standpoint, after the last Ice Age, there were four great

cradles of mankind: China, India, Mesopotamia, and Egypt. and over different cultures.
The Rig Veda—the oldest Indian writings—the old Per-I’m totally excited about the discovery of a new city which

was just found 40 kilometers off the coast of Gujarat [see sian philosophy, the wisdom of ancient Egypt; they all went
into the creation of European civilization, and therefore, theyarticle in this section]; and it turns out that this city is 9,500

years old. It’s 7 kilometers long and 4 kilometers wide—it’s are also the roots of America.
Now we are at a point, where we either go the way of ana gigantic city—and this makes it 5,000 years older than the

oldest so-far-known cities in Mesopotamia. And that puts that imperial Greece or Rome—where a dark age and the self-
destruction of the United States is the very likely result—or,city, which is 40 meters under the water—obviously, from a

time when the ocean level was much lower—as far away [in America finds its true roots. For example, in this 7,500 B.C.
city in India; or the 3,500 B.C. Egypt. I am convinced, that ifhistory] from the cities of Mesopotamia, as we are away from

the pyramids of Egypt. That is a long time! I find this totally we combine the Eurasian Land-Bridge, with a dialogue of
cultures in which we focus on the best traditions of each offascinating, because it forces us to rewrite the entire human

history, and obviously, there was a trans-Atlantic, high cul- these cultures, not only will we have the biggest boom in the
history of mankind, but also, by taking the best pearls fromture, much earlier than the historians, so far, have really ad-

mitted. all of these cultures and making them known to all of man-
kind, we will have the most beautiful Renaissance whichAll these different cultures—China, India, Egypt—had

many phases, of high points of culture, and sometimes one ever existed.
Therefore, I want to make an appeal, especially to youngwas the avant-garde, and sometimes the other. For example,

in Baghdad, around 700 A.D., Baghdad was the most ad- Americans, that that is the way to go, and that’s how we can
reclaim the future, for you and for all of us.vanced city in the whole world; which I think we should
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idea of De Pace Fidei. Where there is a conflict; where some-
Discussion thing, from one standpoint, looks like it cannot be resolved

except through conflict; look at it from the higher standpoint.
Address the issues by forcing the consideration of the most
advanced concepts. Not the lowest common denominator, butSpain’s Expulsion of the Jews

Q: Tony [Chaitkin] is always telling us to bring up our always the most advanced concepts.
And it is only from that standpoint, that you can actuallyprejudices in history. I have one to offer for you. It seems that

we are told, about Queen Isabella’s Spain, that she was in the address what would otherwise appear to be conflicts.
I think that what Alfonso the Wise did, in terms of makingtradition of Henry VII of England and Louis XI of France.

Yet, I always read about the expulsion of the Jews from Spain the Castille of then a model, not just of peaceful coexistence,
but working together on a joint project, by the Muslims, Chris-of that time. And those are not consistent at all. Was she a

weak leader? Or, maybe you can offer some insight into that, tians, and Jews, is absolutely critical not only to our situation
today, but is also where the key lies, to the failures that oc-that I would very much appreciate.

Helga Zepp-LaRouche: I actually call on Dennis Small curred in Spain subsequently.
On Isabel, I’m sure others could enlighten us further. Butto come and answer this question. I’m really not an expert on

Spain. . . . there was something that happened there. There had to have
been a way to solve this [15th-Century] problem, other thanDennis Small: . . . I did not just do a quick Internet search

on Isabel. And I don’ t have an answer to the specific question. walking into the Venetian trap of expelling the Jews and
Moors from Spain. There had to have been. It wouldn’ t haveI don’ t know the connections of Isabel with Louis XI and that

period, although there were, obviously, extremely important happened that way under Alfonso the Wise. And therein lies
the key to the tragedy of Spain—the crossroads, where itsteps that were taken towards the concept of building a na-

tion-state. went in one direction, rather than another—because of the
tremendous tradition that did come out of this earlier periodBut let me try to address what is at least one of the consid-

erations behind that question. There was obviously a problem in Spain.
For example, under Alfonso the Wise, one of the keyin Spain of that time, and something extremely positive at the

same time. Look back, however, two to three centuries earlier. people in the Toledo School, who was one of the teachers,
was Brunetto Latini, who returned from Spain [to Italy] toThere are always two ways to express a problem. When you

have a conflict, or what was going on in that period in Spanish become one of Dante’s teachers and professors. You had that
kind of interconnection.territory, or in Europe generally—there was Islam, Christian-

ity, Judaism, and there was a very big Venetian operation, What happened instead, is that you developed a situation
where Spain goes in a contrary direction, which actually playswhich Spain walked right into in that period. But take a look

a few hundred years before, to the period of Alfonso the Wise, right into the hands of Venice, with the devastating conse-
quences which we’ re familiar with. The problem as it per-Alfonso X, the middle of the 13th Century.

There are many things that can be said about Alfonso the dures today, in Hispanic or Iberian America, is a looking back
to Spain, with a sense which is not dissimilar to the problemWise—his work in astronomy, in the arts, in statecraft, his

tremendous developments in law—he’s also, in fact, the king of the “Lost Cause” in the South in the United States. There
are many differences, don’ t take this too far. But this idea ofunder whom the modern Castillian language was created, by

translation of the great universal texts, in various languages, looking to the past with yearning towards days of greater
glory now lost, is a complete emotional and psychologicalinto the [Spanish] vernacular; that is, into the language of the

people. His effort was to create of Spain, a nation where there mistake, and you see this very frequently in a population. It
rather has to be the forward-looking concept of the greatnesswas none before. The language question was critical, because

language is the vehicle through which concepts can be under- which we can now create, on the shoulders of those who came
earlier and worked in that way—such as Alfonso the Wise,stood and transmitted.

At the heart of what Alfonso the Wise did, was the devel- and, needless to say, Cervantes.
That’s my answer to the question.opment of the Toledo School of Translation. This school ex-

isted previously, but Alfonso transformed this into something
extremely significant; because he brought together in a medi- Spain, the Arabs, and Israeli Policy Today

Will Wertz: To add to that, in terms of the consequenceseval town, the greatest minds capable of discussing and ren-
dering into different languages, the crucial texts which hu- of the false road taken by the expulsion of the Jews and the

Moors: Look at a recent speech given in Texas by [Benjamin]manity had at that point. His translation teams were always
made up of three people, who jointly discussed and rendered Netanyahu, where he cited the example of the expulsion of

the Muslims—I think he omitted the expulsion of the Jews—texts into the various languages: someone of the Muslim faith,
someone of the Christian faith, and someone of the Jewish from Spain, as a precedent for the expulsion of Arabs, Pales-

tinians, from the land he considers to be Israel. So, there isfaith. What was the idea here? Exactly [Nicolaus of] Cusa’s
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The Court of the Lions, at the
Alhambra Castle in Granada,
Andalusia. Islamic rule in Spain
saw a flourishing of culture, in
which Jews as well as Christians
were welcomed. This ecumenical
heritage, which was also
cultivated by Alfonso the Wise in
the 13th Century, was repudiated
by Queen Isabella in the 15th
Century, when she expelled the
Jews and the Moors.

a genocidal consequence today, in politics. And this is also of city-states and so on. And therefore was weakened to the
point that it could be taken over by those Christian rulers, whothe precedent put forward by Warren Carroll, the founder

of Christendom College, in many of his writings, where he unlike Alfonso the Wise, very unwisely decided that they
wanted to reestablish what they thought was a “Christian”cited, that not only were the Spanish justified in expelling

the Moors, but that this is also justification for Israeli pol- Spain, to the exclusion of all other religions.
And, in fact, I think I’m not wrong in saying, that thisicy today.

Muriel Mirak-Weissbach: Well, I don’ t have the full entire Reconquest, the Reconquista, was done under the slo-
gan of “Limpieza de sangue!”— the Purity of Blood. So, Ianswer, either, as to why this was done—why Isabella did

it; but I did want to bring in another aspect to what Dennis think, in this entire operation, done in the name of Isabella—
and I think it has to be studied, to find out why and how itdeveloped here. And that is the fact that the whole history of

Spain, I think, has to be restudied, and probably rewritten came about; I do know there were tremendous fights inside
the leading circles, as to whether this should be done, or not.from a more advanced standpoint. Because, if you look at

some histories of Spain, you’ ll find that there’s a relatively But, I think there was also a very evil element of racism,
of “hispanidad,” if you will, probably contributed throughlong period of time, between 711, when the Muslims, the

Arabs, first arrived, until 1492, when the history of the country Venetian influence. And I think it’s something that should be
studied, and that we should actually figure out and publishmore or less becomes—you know, it’s a parenthesis. It’s like

what was done with German history and Italian history, for something on it.
The other point I just wanted to make is, Friedrich List wasother reasons.

But, the point is, the history of Spain has to be understood, the one who first made me ask questions about this, because in
his History of National Economy, he says, very clearly, thealso, from the standpoint of the absolutely unique contribu-

tion made by Islamic culture, beginning in 711, with the con- decadence of Portugal and Spain can be dated—the beginning
of the decadence can be dated—from 1492, with the expulsionquest of large parts of Spain. It was, as Dennis said, an ecu-

menical culture. It was run by Islamic leaders; however, the of the Jews and the Muslims. Why? Because they represented
the intelligentsia. It’s like, in the French Revolution, you cutJews were welcomed, and they were certainly a totally inte-

grated part of the culture, as were the Christians. off the heads of the scientists and the engineers: Then what?
And I think, the point has to be made, that Spain—as DennisUnder this Islamic leadership, over 700 years, with ups

and downs, the country reached demographic rates of growth said—did degenerate: Spanish culture degenerated, after that,
and I think one leading cause, at least as far as the culturalunknown elsewhere in Europe, and probably elsewhere in the

world. It reached heights of economic, cultural, and industrial and the economic degeneration is concerned, one leading
cause was, indeed, this very unwise decision to expel the Jewsachievements, that were not to be found anywhere else in the

world. And, for various reasons, the great culture, which was and the Muslims.
Thank you.Andalusia, degenerated, when it fell back into smaller units
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China and the Land-Bridge the general views of these people. So, for a long time, they
tried not to have any tensions with the United States—mean-Q: I do want to hear some very specific details about China

and the Eurasian Land-Bridge. But first, I have a footnote to ing, also, [not] with these forces—but I think that with the
collapse of the United States economy, China is faced with awhat Helga said about the Peloponnesian War. For those of

you who don’ t know: Athens impoverished itself, in this war, gigantic collapse of its exports. Chinese exports are mostly
consumer goods of various kinds; and it’s not easy to replaceso rapidly—and the war, of course, in the beginning and the

middle, was not fought in Athens, but away from Athens— the U.S. domestic market with other markets. Who should
buy all of these Chinese products?there was so much austerity in Athens, that disease spread

like wildfire through the city. People were dying in droves. China is now, for the first time, in a very serious situation.
It already started to think about this after the “Asia crisis” ofThey couldn’ t replace the soldiers. And it spread from the

civilian population, to the military population, because of the 1997-98. But it now is absolutely forced to replace the export
markets in the United States and other countries, with theausterity. And that was one of the causes, of why Athens lost

the war. If Americans think that the war’s going to be fought development of its own interior region. Because in China,
you have the very developed Eastern coastal area. I was in“over there,” with no consequences here—well, Americans

know nothing about history. China for the first time in 1971, as a journalist, in the middle
of the Cultural Revolution. And, for example, in Shanghai,But I would like to hear details about China and the Eur-

asian Land-Bridge. you could see 10,000 bicycles for one car. And the road be-
tween Tien-sin and Beijing was, essentially, a dirt road, withHelga Zepp-LaRouche: Well, you know that in 1990,

China already completed the railroad at the Aktogay Pass in chickens and other little animals jumping out of the way when
you would drive through. When I came back, after exactly 25Kazakstan; and in 1992, it was opened for transport of cargo.

But it was only a rail line. And then, basically, we were fight- years, in 1996, I was really totally impressed; because now,
Shanghai is an unbelievably growing city. You have no bicy-ing, and having conferences and so forth, proposing the con-

ception of the Eurasian Land-Bridge, and the whole idea of cles anymore at all. You find maybe for 10,000 cars, one
bicycle. The highways between Tien-sin and Beijing are inthe corridors—that this would not just be transport lines from

A to B, but development corridors to develop the entire inte- better condition than in Germany, for example. You have
incredible development. I was totally flabbergasted, becauserior region of Eurasia, and give countries which are land-

locked the same advantage, through the infrastructure con- while the rest of the world was going down, these coastal and
southern parts of China had a gigantic development. And thenection, which previously only those countries had, which

had access to the sea or to large river systems. only other place which had, in the last 20 years, a similar
development, was Abu Dhabi and maybe some other Emir-Now, we had, for a long time, proposed to the Chinese

government, that they should have a conference of the partici- ates; while the rest of the world was collapsing, these coun-
tries were going up.pating countries. For two years, this conference was post-

poned by the sabotage of Sir Leon Brittan, who was, at that
time, the British vice chairman of the European Union. He The American Tradition and China

But still, China, having a population of 1.2 billion people,said he had scheduling problems, and so on and so forth.
Eventually, this conference took place, in 1996, in Beijing, out of which still, the largest part are rural, and very, very

undeveloped, has a tremendous need for Western technology.with the participation of 34 countries. Jonathan Tennenbaum
and I were speakers at this conference; and we presented, Now if the United States were going back to a reasonable

idea, if America goes back to its science and technologybasically, Lyn’s conception of the Eurasian Land-Bridge as a
real grand design to reshape the world. tradition, to the kind of thinking which was the case under

the Apollo Program of Kennedy, when Americans went toThis conference was really important, because it really
put the question of the Eurasian Land-Bridge on the map of the Moon; when in the space program, for every invested

dollar, you could get back $14 of profit because of theeverybody who participated, and their respective countries.
But then came the “Asia crisis” of 1997, which was a big scientific effect on the civilian economy: the increase of

productivity—computer chips, teflon pans, all these thingsshake-up. And also, the Chinese government, for a long time,
given the fact that they have not—I like China a lot, but I must were invented then. If America would go back and say, that

rather than looting the world, and rather than saying wealso say that they don’ t really understand Europe or the United
States very well. Some people there probably know more than have to occupy the Saudi oil fields for our wealth, we go

back to our great scientific tradition, and become a generatormost Americans know about China or about Europe; but they
think, somehow, that because Kissinger went to China in of high-technology exports; then America would see that

the Eurasian Land-Bridge is actually in the fundamental self-1971, and Nixon made the open-door China policy in 1972,
that somehow, these would be friends of China. Obviously, interest of America.

Because then you would say that China has a large popula-this is an idea which is not exactly the right one, if you consider
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tion of 1.2 billion and growing; India has around 1 billion I want to say, that as the granddaughter—I’m not the
great-granddaughter—I’m the granddaughter of slaves, andpeople; Russia is so big, it has 11 or 13 time zones, huge raw

material wealth, but mostly in the North, in Arctic conditions. one of them lived enough after the Emancipation to come to
Washington to meet his grandchildren, and I was one of them.What you need, is development of technology. As for the

desert you need water, you need a similar policy to use modern I want to say, we’ve lived through this. Down where I was
born, in Mississippi, Birmingham, and up in Washington, totechnology to make these desert and Arctic areas habitable,

so that you can work there and live there. With energy and go from the kindergarten all the way up to Howard University,
I know what racism is, and what happens.technology, this is all quite possible.

So if America would look at China from that standpoint, But, we’ve got these wonderful examples, and you came
with your ideas, and you’ re going back home. I want to say,and say that we will help China for the next one to two genera-

tions, to develop the interior regions and the northern regions, I have had come to me the abbreviation that I want you to
know through an acronym. I have sent it to the White Housethen we have a growing market for our products. Then we

could really transform the world in a complete way. twice; I have never heard anything from it. In this trouble
that we have, the history we got, that doesn’ t mean we’ reI think that China is now in a situation where they realize,

that America is not exactly friendly to China—as a matter of through—and she gave it to you, to show how it was rehabili-
tated and made more beautiful. “Golden Rule, One World.” Ifact, when China was put on this list of countries against

which the nuclear first strike could be used, China, unlike always thought that the Golden Rule was strictly Christian.
What’s the Golden Rule? “Do unto others, as you would haveRussia, had a violent reaction. There were many articles in

the Chinese press which said that China would not allow itself them do to you.” But, I thought it was strictly what Jesus said
in the Bible. It’s part of most of the religions: I have theto be blackmailed through nuclear threats.

If the United States could just mobilize—not in 2004, but quotes translated from Islam, from the Buddhists, Jewish, and
everywhere—through the Golden Rule, we’ ll arrive at onenow—and say that we have to have a change of U.S. foreign

policy; if the United States would adopt a positive attitude world. GROW: G-R-O-W, “Golden Rule, One World.”
Please take that with you, and keep up your work. You’vetowards Eurasia, towards this development perspective; this

is the only way we can have peace, and the only way we can already started it; keep it going. I can’ t think of how we would
have had any progress at all, were it not for this woman [indi-have a world in which poverty is overcome. Globalization has

led to an unbelievable gap between poor and rich people. One- cating Helga], and her sisters, and this woman [Amelia] in
the red dress, who is still a champion of rights. Isn’ t that whatthird of all people go hungry to bed every day. One-third eats

meagerly, and only one-third eats well. That cannot be the you are? You’ re not after color. Look at the color of her, and
look at the color of her.condition of mankind.

I think that the Chinese view right now, is that in the worst I lived in Munich, with my family, seven unbroken years.
We were not with the Americans, where you had all the ease,case, they think that war will happen. If this imperial view

remains in Washington, then China is obviously a potential five miles out of Munich. I lived on the German economy,
and I know: They are just like everybody else. We had manythreat in the future, because eventually, Chinese development

will make it a new superpower. If you think about it imperi- people who are like you. We had a couple, who were really
laughing—they didn’ t hate us: They just looked down onally, that has to be destroyed. But that means really, the end.

And I think what is needed is a shift of American policy to us, you know, for our American ways. And we think we’ re
so “hot.”say that we want to have cooperation, export, let’s go back to

our proud tradition of the American Revolution, of Lincoln, But, the best of all, is that: Those with the Golden Rule in
their minds, were hoping for one world, which we should beof Franklin D. Roosevelt, and then the world can be peaceful.

Sylvia Olden Lee: I want to say I’ ll be no longer than two hoping for, since the days of what? [turning to Helga] Who’s
the earliest one you quoted? The earliest person in your lec-minutes, but I feel impelled to put this two cents’ worth in.

We should be thankful—that is the biggest thing about ture: Athenians and everybody else, huh? That we’ve got
Athenians today, and we’ve got Persians, and a whole lot ofall of you: that you are able to give your time, strength, and

resources, to get here, interested in this situation. That you other murderous people. But through it all, we have man-
aged—let’s through you, each one of you, you will be thankfulare to be thankful that you got such wonderful information,

and all about the past, to make the future wonderful. I just that you were here, and that you heard this. And you’ re going
on out, to carry on the Golden Rule, to bring about one world.want to say to you, I am so grateful and I want every one

of you to be thankful, before you leave this place. Because, Thank you.
the battle is not yet over, as she said, and as that Amelia
Boynton is a living example. Just let us have a whole lot Germany and Iraq War Threat

Q: Thank you, Helga, for your speech today. It was verymore—Boyntons, and LaRouches (male and female), fight-
ing for us. great, and always including the universal view of things. I
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Clips from the BüSo election advertisement, showing the stereotypical sleepy-headed German, Mishel, getting a wake-up call from Helga
Zepp-LaRouche’s campaign, and an election poster.

wanted to ask: I know that you said, during your speech, Emperor, before the outbreak of World War I, because it
would lead to a similar catastrophe, meaning that Germanywhat’s coming out of Europe and the resistance to the war;

and I’m just curious as to the resolve of that, when they may should not follow the United States. And there are lots of
people in the German military who know, this is, from abe faced with this bombardment by some of the policies of

Wolfowitz and all, and Bush, that they “have to do it,” in strictly logistical military point of view, leave alone a moral
point of view, it’s completely insane!some fashion or they “have to go along,” if they’ ll really be

able to resist these efforts to go into this war? And then you have such things as: Just this morning, I
was reading in the Washington Post about this widening gapZepp-LaRouche: Well, I must say that, a little while

ago, I would not have thought that Schröder would say this. between the U.S. and its allies, and here it says, “Administra-
tion officials by contrast see an envious world clamoring forBecause, it’s really the first time, that a German—. Schröder,

just to give you sense of the change: When the question of attention from the only superpower, which they say has em-
barked on a dramatic effort to eliminate great power rivalriesIraq became more prominent, sometime in the beginning of

the year, Springtime, Schröder said, that he was against the and usher in freedom around the globe. ‘We’ve got influence,
power, prestige, and clout, beyond any nation in the historywar, that Germany would only participate if there was a UN

Security Council mandate; and that, since this was very un- of the world,’ Deputy Secretary of State Richard Armitage
said. ‘ It brings forth a certain amount of envy.’ ”likely to occur, given the fact that China and Russia are in

that [and have veto power], but that he would not pull back I mean, this is too much! Here you have imperial arro-
gance, if I ever—“ the most powerful nation in the history ofthe ABC tanks from Kuwait, because, if he would do that,

then no Chancellor of Germany could ever visit the United the planet”? I think I have heard something like this, already
before—but I just can’ t remember, where and how, but maybeStates in the next 20 years. Now, that was the statement he

made, and the point is, once you have the bombardment, and some of you history buffs will help me!
you have German ABC tanks in Kuwait, then you’ re in the
war, if you like it or not. Treaty of Westphalia

Moderator Will Wertz: There is one comment, whichSo now, he said, exactly that: He said, that, if there
would be a unilateral war by the United States against Iraq, came in by e-mail, which is relevant to this. It’s addressed to

Lyn, but it’s appropriate now, as well. He wrote:then he would pull back these ABC tanks. I don’ t know—
I can only say, it’s an important development. We have “ I was not surprised Saturday, when you mentioned Kiss-

inger’s disdain for the Treaty of Westphalia. However, a fewwarned of the consequences. Nobody can calculate where
this will end. And many leading military people, in Great months back, I was shocked (not really) by the company he

keeps—Joseph Goebbels in a pre-war diary mentioned brieflyBritain, even Scott Ritter, who was the American, Republi-
can, weapons inspector in Iraq: He went to Great Britain that the primary political goal of Adolf Hitler was the destruc-

tion of the Treaty of Westphalia.”and he had a meeting in the Parliament, appealing to the
British parliamentarians to absolutely not go along, because Q: My question is about national sovereignty in Europe.

We recently ran an interview in EIR, with a collaborator withhe said that he was speaking as an American patriot; that
this would bring a great catastrophe down on the United the late Jean Monnet, who talked about the European nations

as being comparable to the 13 colonies which then laterStates itself. You have people in the German military. The,
unfortunately, recently deceased General Karst was one of formed the United States. My question is, when the Maastricht

Treaty is abolished, do you see any usefulness of a federalistthe founders of the Bundeswehr, who endorsed Lyn, pub-
licly: He said, Lyn had absolutely correct views on many model for Europe, or do you think that national sovereignty of

the European individual nations precludes that kind of thing?things. He warned that Germany should not have “Niebe-
lungen faith,” like the German Emperor had for the Austrian And if so, what do you see as the difference?
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Zepp-LaRouche: I personally don’ t think a federal
model for Europe is a wise thing to do. I think Europe is
feeling, in this historical moment, very much the need to
find bigger unity, to have a stronger common position, so Most Ancient Urban
that the voice of Europe can be heard in a better way. But
I firmly believe, that given the fact that Europe, unlike Latin Civilization Found?
America, has different countries, different nations, different
languages, different histories; I mean, in Latin America, you by Ramtanu Maitra
only have Brazil, which speaks Portuguese, and all others
speak Spanish. In Europe, you have German, French, Italian,

A senior Indian official reported on Jan. 16, 2002 the discov-Luxembourg, Danish, and many other languages, and I think,
therefore, the conception of de Gaulle, of a Europe of the ery of submerged city ruins at a depth of 40 meters in the Gulf

of Cambay, off the coast of the state of Gujarat in northwesternFatherlands, is really the only way to do. Because you need
to have absolute national sovereignty, you have to have India—ruins which may be dated to the astonishing age of

7500 B.C. India’s National Institute of Ocean Technologyaccountability: The moment you have structures which
are not expressing, guaranteeing the accountability of the (NIOT) made the Cambay discovery. The extreme tidal cur-

rents in the Gulf of Cambay have so far prevented any attemptelected people, the danger of a supranational development
is there. to capture underwater footage of the structures themselves.

Instead, the ruins have been investigated through high-resolu-Which is obviously different from the United States,
which is all English-speaking. I personally think you would tion sonar scans, and through the recovery of around 2,000

artifacts from the underwater city, including pottery, beads,have been better off German-speaking, but that’s a different
matter! broken pieces of sculpture, a fossilized jawbone and human

teeth. It is these artifacts which have repeatedly yielded theSo, I know this collaborator of Jean Monnet, and I think
he has a point of view which is understandable out of his stunning carbon-dating of 8,500-9,500 years, triggering—

among those prepared to take the discovery seriously—a re-experience. But I firmly think, that there can be European
collaboration, but from the standpoint of a Europe of the Fa- thinking of the chronology of high human civilizations.
therlands. And I think the key question, is not such structures,
but the key question is a joint mission. I think if Europe would Two Cities Under the Sea

The sonar scans have so far revealed that the Gulf ofadopt a mission of helping the underdevelopment to be over-
come in Africa, in other places of the world, I think then unity Cambay actually hides two cities beneath its waters, both

situated beside ancient river courses, as shown by the pres-would be more easy.
Just to return to the question before, I think a guarantee, ence of masses of small pebbles at the sites. One of the cities

extends for at least 9 kilometers along the ancient riverbed,unfortunately is not given. The danger of how this resistance
could be broken, is with the pretext of a mega-terrorist attack, and at least 2 kilometers away from it, giving it a minimum

urban surface area of 18 square kilometers—the size of Bos-and then, you say, “Oh, Israel’s attacked,” or “ the United
States is attacked,” or some other convenient situation, and ton. The outer limits of the city have not yet been identified,

and further investigation may well reveal that the city is eventherefore now we need solidarity of the allies. And I’m not so
sure what this would look like, under these conditions, which larger than this. There are remains of a dam more than 600

meters long across one of the ancient river courses.is why, I think, the idea to have a youth movement, not only
in America, but an international youth movement, of young The scans have also revealed that the cities consist of

numerous rectangular buildings with foundations sturdypeople who say, “We don’ t have a future, if there is a Hundred
Years War, as Woolsey and others have said.” If you are a enough to have survived thousands of years of pounding by

the violent tidal currents. NIOT has produced density analysesyoung person, to have a perspective of a perpetual religious
war, that’s not exactly the kind of future one could wish. So, of the foundations, compared with the silt between them; the

analyses suggest that the foundations were built of a uniformI think it’s the question of young people, making pressure, in
the streets, in the different institutions, to basically say, “We substance of great density—probably stone blocks.

Initially, archaeologists assumed these cities belonged towant to have a different policy.”
If you want, I could also show you the video clip of the TV the Harappan civilization, which flourished in northern India

(part of which is Pakistan now) around 5,000-3,000 years ago.spot of my campaign. But first, I should explain something: In
Germany, there is a polemic, that Germans are sleepy, lazy, However, it has been pointed out that geological models of

sea-level rise, strongly suggest the site is much older thanthat their inclination is the German Mishel, who’s normally
portrayed as a sleepy-head, a Schlafmütze. It’s just the kind that. Geologist Glenn Milne at the University of Durham in

the United Kingdom believes that the site was probably sub-of guy, who always oversleeps and just doesn’ t get it.
[TV clip is shown] merged at the very end of the last Ice Age, between 7,700 and
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